
Linear Algebra II
Spring 2024
Exam 1
02/16/24

This exam contains 8 pages (including this cover page) and 7 problems. Check to see if any pages
are missing. Enter all requested information on the top

top of every page, in case the pages become separated.

of tins page, and put your initials on the

You are required to show your work on each problem on this exam. The following rules apply:

• If yon use a “fundamental theorem” you
must indicate this and explain vlmv (lie theorem
may be applied.

• Organize your work. in a reasonably neat and
coherent way, in the space proxiuecl. Vork scat
tered all over tue page without a clear ordering
will receive “cry little credit.

• Short answer questions: Questions labeled as
‘‘Short Answer’’ can he answered by simply writ
ing an equation or a sentence or appropriately
(lra\viug a figure. No calculations are necessary or
expected for these problems.

• Unless the question is specified as short an
swer, mysterious or unsupported answers
might not receive full credit. An incorrect
answer supported by substantially correct calcnla—
(ions and exphu ations nnglit receive partial credit.

Problem Points Score

b
1 15

2 15

3 15

4 15

5 15

6 10

7 15

Total: 100

Name (Print):
/

Do not write in the table to the right.
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1. (15 points) For what valnes of a C R does the following system of equations have zero, one, or
infinit ci many solutions?

x p -r Z = 4,

y+z=2,

(a2 — 4)z = a — 2.

— I-F a.za tkcrt arc iic.$ttfr 4fl/

1..t—l -K3tv’t arc ‘ID SoIv4s
q2 srct,..z +kcrc b YcJv4—c’.
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2. (15 points)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: Write down the two properties a set of vectors {ii
nirist satisfy in order for then to form a basis for a vector space V.

I. art f7.ete!,
Inc4.

L

(h) (10 points) Determine if the following set of polynomials forms a basis for P2

{ I + r —1 + T 1 + —

C)(Jf>c+x9 +CL (-1 --c-x)+-c(w-Y-x

C,
—
ç = r1_1 :?o’

C1+ç+c,_—t
C, 1 -( 1

r- ‘:I Olo.vJ CLoz2:U!-az C

art

C’
Of-lit 4

+kcz+ jN-u-x’ —I+y÷x 14-x-x’S s a bajs -fir IICIRJ.
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3. (15 points)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: Let V be a vector space and U C V. Write down the propcr
ties U must satisfy in order for U to he a suhspace of V.

I. OéL)
2.fr alt e&V
3,g, c(t&FaøtL&1,7

(b) (10 points) Let 11’ be the set of 2 x 2 matrices of the fhrm

a o+cl
jb—c 6

where a, 6, c E K. Show that IV is’ a subspa.ce of ]\I2(1R).

F 4-CT_,F6 67
LPt J LoJ’

2-. Le+ Aimi k+e,1 , b&c7
,-c, b, J k J

=4+az[4.4-a1 aii-iJ*iciij1 6W/’
1 ‘4’L _(

3Le

n+c1-F)ccc )c/afeJJ_rJQ ne7,
-L LkGe k,I, J
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4. (1.5 points)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: Let V and U’ be vector spaces. Write down the t,-o properties

a function T V F—* TI’ must satisfy in order for it to be a linear transformation.

1. TW$4)z Tl) ttjJ
2.

(ii) (10 ponits) Let T R2 * P2(R) be i linear transformation satisfying

+x and =a2—x+ 1.

Find

E4? xf:7÷[%7
(LL1)

= +
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5. (15 points) Let T ° — 1R2 be a linpar transformation

(a) (3 points) Short Answer: What is the largest possthle value of dini(ker(Tfl-4-diin(im(Tfl?

5

(b) (3 points) Short Answer: What is the largest possible value of dim(ker(T))?

5

(e) (3 points) Short Answer: What is the smallest possible value of hm(ker(T))?

3

(d) (3 points) Short Answer: What is the largest possible value of (liIn(im(T))?

2

(e) (3 points) Short Answer: What is the smallest possible value of dim(iiii(T))?

0
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6. (10 points) Suppose that o = {t1il2.
.

1} forms a basis for a vector space V and .8 =

{ t1 i1: } forms a basis for a vector space W. Suppose T V —* W is a linear transformation
satisfying

T(ñ) = — 3:i

T(ti) W + 3:1:2

:1: + 2t1:2

3ut2

Short Answer: Find T[o, B].

U33 23j
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7. (15 points)

(a) (5 points) Short Answer: Let V be a vector space and T : V —* V a linear transforma

tion. Write down what it means for if c V to be an eigenvector of T with eigcnvalue A.

(h) (10 points) Suppose I’ V —* V is a linear transformation and , and + are cigenvec
tors ofT with corresponding eigcnvalues A1, A2. A3. If if and are lineady independent,
sliov that A1 A2 A3

—, I —. —

i lu#vi — A

vi

3

3


